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EySEE

Introduction

EySEE is a smart mobile phone app that allows presentation of size standardised logmar optotypes and test the patients’

near vision with an abbreviated logMAR protocol. With EySEE, patients can test their visual acuity (VA) at home before

attending their eye consult appointment and reduce waiting time in the clinics as well optimise clinic resources e.g.

manpower and space.

Aim & Methodology

The current standard of care is to perform VA test using a LogMAR chart with patient sitting at a distance in the clinic. In

our on-going study, we compared the accuracy and reliability of the visual acuity reported by EySEE app versus standard of

care (SOC) VA test by healthcare professionals in a group of 113 random patients in our eye clinics. EySEE performed a

constant automatic distance calibration of 33cm to ensure the accuracy of the angle of vision measured during the test.

EySEE displayed optotypes to the patients and answers were recorded through voice recording or selection inputs.
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Figure 1. Community engagement event by MDA Digital 
for Life (Seniors), May 2022

With EySEE at home before eye appt
(Average time taken: 5 minutes)

Standard of care in clinic VS proposed VA workflow with 
EySEE (Average time saved: ~ 40 minutes)

Our interim results:
• Median age of our study patients was 66.

• For 97.7% of patients, EySEE reported VA within 2 lines when
compared to the SOC test and within this group,

• 82 patients had a difference of 1 line with p value of >0.9.

• Overall, the median difference of letters was 4.03.

• 4 patients were excluded due to poor VA of worse than 6/60.

• Patients required 5 minutes to complete the EySEE app test
when compared to current standard of care of average of 8
minutes.

Conclusion:
•EySEE has reported similar results when compared to current standard of care with a shorter

testing period .

•Patients can potentially perform the test at home, and reduce bottlenecks at testing stations in

the clinics and reduce the waiting time. Resources can be further optimized and re-allocated to

support other functions within the eye clinic.

•EySEE will be further enhanced to improve its accuracy and plans to integrate with Health Buddy

by FY23Q1
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Figure 2. EySEE App screenshots Figure 3. Comparison of workflows

Figure 4. Comparison of EySEE results vs standard eye test in clinic 
using the best eye
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